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In sexually reproducing organisms, conflicts of interest
among family members are inevitable. The intensity of
these conflicts depends upon the opportunities for
parents and offspring to interact and the level of promiscuity. Despite the acknowledged role of family conflict
in the evolutionary ecology of terrestrial organisms, its
influence in the marine realm has largely been ignored.
Nevertheless, marine organisms exhibit a wide range of
reproductive and developmental modes through which
sexual, sibling, and parent–offspring conflicts can manifest. Moreover, the existence of multiple mating in these
species increases the likelihood, as well as the degree, of
these conflicts. Consequently, many puzzling aspects of
evolution in the sea, from life-history variation to diversification, could be clarified through the lens of conflict
theory.
All in the family
The resolution of genetic conflicts of interest governs the
evolution of all social relationships across the full range of
biological organization, from genes to societies [1–2]. Lying
in the middle of this spectrum, families represent a universal and especially intense arena for cooperation and
conflict: fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, and
brothers and sisters may sometimes die for each other,
but given the right circumstances, they will also kill each
other [2].
The classical view of the family unit, with all members
harmoniously cooperating to maximize the number of
surviving young, collapsed with the realization that the
interests of interacting organisms are aligned only insofar
as this reflects the degree to which they are related [2–5].
Mates, for instance, are rarely close kin and often have
differing optima with respect to mating rate, sperm usage,
parental care, and offspring provisioning [6]. Mothers are
equally related to all of their offspring, but each offspring is
more closely related to itself than to either its siblings or
parents [3]. Finally, offspring can compete with both present and, indirectly, future siblings, who may or may not
share the same father [4].
Pathways of family conflict often form a network of
interactions among males and females, parents and offspring, and siblings that place constraints on conflict
resolution and social behaviors in ways that are not
readily apparent from simpler approaches based on pairwise interactions (Figure 1) [7,8]. For example, the degree
of polyandry simultaneously governs the magnitude of
sexual conflict and, through its influence on offspring
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relatedness, the level of both parent–offspring and sibling
conflict over resource allocation [3,4,9]. Indeed, experimental (e.g. [10]) and comparative (e.g. [11,12]) evidence
from terrestrial organisms suggests that the degree of
polyandry can be pivotal in regulating parental investment strategies [4,7,13]. For example, a comparative
analysis of begging behavior across species of passerine
birds shows that the loudness of nestling begging
increases with levels of extra-pair paternity [12]. Similarly, there is a strong positive association in passerines
between the rate of multiple paternity within broods and
nestling growth rates [14] again confirming that, in birds
at least, competitive interactions among siblings vary
with mating system.
Conflict in the sea
Much of the current thinking about the evolution of marine
life histories is shaped by the theoretical work of Vance
[15,16]. His model, based on a multi-way trade-off between
egg size, larval duration, and offspring mortality, predicts
that disruptive selection will favor either small, minimally
provisioned, or large, well-provisioned eggs. Other factors
(e.g. fertilization mode, benthic vs. planktonic development, post-settlement performance) have subsequently
been shown to affect the evolution of offspring size and
other life-history traits (reviewed in [17]).
However, despite the acknowledged role of family conflict in the evolution of life histories and behavior in
terrestrial systems [3,4,6], similar studies in marine systems have proceeded largely without reference to conflict
theory. This is presumably due to the perception that
family members have limited opportunities to interact
[18] (Box 1). Nevertheless, a growing number of studies
are revealing genetic (especially kin) structure on surprisingly fine spatial scales (meters or less) [19,20]. In addition,
there is consistent evidence for inbreeding [21], and a
high prevalence of multiple paternity (see below). Moreover, marine organisms have the highest diversity of
reproductive modes on the planet, from broadcast spawning eggs and sperm into the water column to internal
fertilization with extensive post-zygotic care, and so provide unmatched opportunities for testing conflict theory
(Table 1).
Here we explore some of the potential and realized
impacts of multi-way family conflicts on the evolution
and expression of life-history traits in marine organisms.
Because of its critical role in regulating the magnitude of
family conflict, we first consider the evidence for multiple
mating in the sea. We then evaluate the opportunities and
evidence for each of the classical pairwise conflicts (sexual,
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into an array of unresolved issues in marine systems,
including questions of offspring size variation, parental
allocation, and speciation.

Figure 1. Pairwise interactions among family members: siblings compete with
each other over parental investment (sibling conflict) while offspring have different
interests from their parent(s) over investment (parent–offspring conflict). Where
both parents invest, they are in conflict over the amount each should give (sexual
conflict). Modified from [7].

parent–offspring, and sibling), highlighting how reproductive mode influences their expression. Finally, we consider
how an improved understanding of family conflict might
provide a general framework that allows for novel insights
Box 1. Dispersal and the potential for sibling interactions
The remarkable dispersal potential of offspring in many marine
species raises a fundamental question with respect to the influence
of conflict: How likely are interactions among siblings (or between
parents and offspring) after release from their mothers?
In organisms with direct development or extremely limited postrelease dispersal, sibling interactions are probably common. For
example, the alga Mazzaella laminarioides releases non-motile and
negatively buoyant propagules during periods of low water movement, making dispersal in this species highly limited [84]. Similarly,
some broadcast spawners release their offspring in a viscous matrix
and, despite a development period of up to one day, embryos may
be retained within this matrix and may even metamorphose on their
mother’s surface [85].
The prevalence of direct development and philopatric dispersal in
a number of marine invertebrates also raises the possibility of
extended sibling interactions after settlement [72]. Limited dispersal
of progeny can even promote the evolution of true eusociality, as
demonstrated in snapping shrimp [86]. These patterns may also
increase opportunities for other forms of kin conflict and cooperation. For example, in the colonial ascidian Botryllus schlosseri,
clonemates and closely related colonies often somatically fuse with
one another, whereas more distantly related ones do not. Indeed, in
many clonal invertebrates fusion frequencies decline with physical
distance between tested colonies (reviewed in [73]). Johnson and
Yund [87] further show that mating system also plays an important
role in determining the outcomes of post-settlement fusion–
rejection interactions; with increasing levels of multiple paternity
within a brood, fusion frequencies decline.
For species with extended larval durations, post-settlement
sibling interactions seem less likely but may still occasionally occur
[88] through active larval behavior [72] and/or hydrodynamic effects
that reduce the diffusion of larval ‘packets’ [89]. Further population
genetic studies are needed to determine the extent of sibling
aggregation at settlement; we predict that with the increasing use of
highly polymorphic genetic markers, and growing emphasis on
sampling individuals on finer spatial scales (within local populations), more examples of sibling association at settlement will
emerge [90,91]. At present, the limited available data suggest that
sibling interactions may be more pervasive than previously thought,
and that planktonic development, even for days or weeks, does not
preclude post-settlement interactions among kin. Thus, the interactions between mating systems and family conflict, and the
consequences of these interactions, may extend throughout an
organism’s life cycle.

Mating systems and polyandry in the sea
The development of highly polymorphic genetic markers
has revolutionized our understanding of mating systems in
nature, and revealed unsuspected levels of polyandry, even
in species once thought to be monogamous [22]. Nevertheless, despite the extensive potential for female promiscuity and polyandry in the sea, genetic analyses of mating
systems in marine organisms are relatively uncommon.
In part because of their habit of packaging offspring in
nurseries (e.g. brood chambers, egg masses, or capsules),
marine mollusks provide some of the best systems for
collecting genetic data on female promiscuity [23,24].
These studies repeatedly show that polyandry is common
and that clutches, and even individual capsules, contain
multiple patrilines. Studies on other groups, including
porcelain and brachyuran crabs [25,26], lobsters [27],
horseshoe crabs [28], sea urchins [29], squid [30], fish
[31], colonial organisms (ascidians [32,33] and corals
[34]), and red algae [35] also show that individual broods
typically have multiple fathers.
The degree of polyandry can also vary substantially
among females within a population, with some females
apparently monogamous and others highly promiscuous.
For example, in the lobster, Homarus americanus, Gosselin et al. [27] found both within- and among-population
differences in the degree of polyandry. Taken together, the
limited genetic data presently available show that polyandry is taxonomically widespread among marine organisms; polyandry can vary among females within a
population, and the mating system can vary from population to population.
Sexual conflict
Sexual conflict occurs when males and females have different optimal fitness strategies concerning reproduction,
potentially leading to antagonistic selection [6]. Conflict
between the sexes arises over optimal number of mates,
mate choice, and parental care, and can be expressed at
any stage of the male–female interaction from courtship
and mating, through fertilization, to post-zygotic parental
investment [6]. In many fish, sexual conflict can influence
the occurrence and maintenance of alternative reproductive strategies, the co-evolutionary dynamic between courtship and coercion, and the persistence of both caring and
non-caring males within a population [36].
Another pervasive source of conflict arises over optimal
sperm release rates [37], with many examples coming from
species that reproduce by broadcast spawning, i.e. releasing sperm and eggs into the sea [38]. Until relatively
recently, it was generally assumed that virtually all eggs
were fertilized during a spawning event, and that sperm
rarely competed for such fertilizations, thereby limiting
opportunities for sexual selection and conflict [38]. We now
know that sperm limitation and sperm competition (with
the associated threat of lethal polyspermy) are common in
broadcast spawners and can also occur in spermcasting
species that are internally fertilized [33,39]. These
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Table 1. Some effects of reproductive, fertilization, and developmental modes on the potential for multi-way family conflicts
Reproductive
mode
Broadcast
spawning

Spermcasting

Brooding

Encapsulating

Fertilization

Development

External

Planktotrophic a

External

Lecithotrophic b

External
(only sperm
are released)
External

Planktotrophic a

Internal

Planktotrophic a

Internal

Lecithotrophic b

Internal

Planktotrophica
and direct c
Direct c

Internal

Direct c

Potential for conflict
Sexual
High: egg size, sperm
release rates and other
gamete traits
High: resource
investment
High: gamete traits

High: resource
investment
High: mating, sperm
competition
High: mating, sperm
competition, resource
investment
High: mating, sperm
competition
High: mating, sperm
competition, resource
investment

Parent–offspring
Limited

Sibling
Some: if kin
disperse together

Examples
Taxon
Sea stars,
sea urchins

Limited

Some: if kin
disperse together
High: space and
parental resources

Corals,
tunicates
Colonial
ascidians

[34]

High: nutrients,
oxygen, space
High: oxygen, egg
mass position
High: nutrients

Sea spiders,
pipefish
Crabs,
barnacles
Bryozoans

[44,98]

High: nutrients

Polychaetes

[57]

High: nutrients,
oxygen

Gastropods,
cephalopods

[30,58,64]

High: resource
allocation
High: resource
allocation
Limited
High: resource
allocation
High: resource
allocation
High: resource
allocation

Refs
[40,63]

[33,87]

[25,99]
[100]

a

Many eggs hatch out into free-swimming larvae and need to feed in the plankton in order to develop and undergo metamorphosis.
Few large eggs (with large yolk reserves per egg) hatch into free-swimming larvae but do not need to feed in the plankton in order to undergo metamorphosis.
c
Few large eggs that are brooded or released as small adults; there is no free-swimming larval stage.
b

represent potent, often conflicting selective forces acting on
both egg and sperm traits, including egg size, sperm behavior, and the proteins that mediate gamete compatibility
[40–43] (Box 2). In addition, sperm limitation can select for
more efficient mechanisms of sperm capture, including egg
retention which in turn could explain the evolution of
internal brooding [42]. As we discuss in the next section,
this (and other) derived forms of parental care enhance
opportunities for parent–offspring and sibling conflict, and
might thus act as important arbiters of sexual conflict [44].
Parent–offspring conflict
There is growing evidence that, in many marine organisms, offspring size varies extensively within and among
broods [17]. A key component of the hypothesis that
parent-offspring conflict accounts for at least some of this
variation is that offspring can influence parental investment after fertilization. In species that internally brood
and nourish developing offspring (e.g. some echinoderms,
cartilaginous fish, parasitic flatworms, tunicates, bryozoans, and cnidarians), or in taxa that provide post-zygotic
parental care (e.g. teleost fish and crustaceans), parents
and siblings directly interact [45,46]. These direct interactions can promote the evolution of behaviors like begging
(reviewed in [4]), and structures such as placentas and
plant endosperm that regulate nutritional flow from
parent to offspring [46–48]. For example, viviparity is
the dominant mode of reproduction among cartilaginous
fishes, with the structure and complexity of the placenta
varying greatly among species, perhaps resulting from
differing degrees of conflict ([49] and see [50] for a review
of conflict and placentation in the Poecilidae).
Similarly, male pipefish brood their embryos in a pouch
and nutrients cycle between father and offspring during
pregnancy [51,52]. The brood pouch thus provides the
venue for parental care, but recent work shows that it
also plays a role in mediating conflict. For example, Syngnathus scovelli males invest fewer resources in broods
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originating from smaller females, resulting in competition
among siblings and lower survivorship [44]. Males also
selectively abort smaller embryos and absorb the resulting
nutrients at the expense of the female (a situation analogous to filial cannibalism in many externally fertilizing
fish [53]). Although males of S. scovelli mate with a single
female per pregnancy, other pipefish species (e.g. Sygnathus typhle) mate with several; in broods of mixed
maternity, some sibships have higher survival than
others, but it is unclear whether this results from differential competitive ability or differential parental provisioning [54].
Sibling conflict
Even in the absence of direct interactions between parents
and offspring, siblings may compete intensely with one
another for limiting resources such as food and oxygen,
when packaged in maternally provisioned nurseries. Offspring packaging is widespread in many aquatic animals
(Figure 2), including amphibians [55], chrondroichthyan
fish [49], and mollusks [30,56], as well as many polychaete
worms [57], and promotes various forms of sibling conflict,
including the consumption of non-developing nurse eggs
(oophagy), consumption of fertilized zygotes and embryos
(adelphophagy), or viable siblings (cannibalism sensu
stricto) [9].
Some of the most compelling evidence that encapsulation provides the requisite arena for conflict, and that the
degree of polyandry modulates these conflicts, comes from
studies of angiosperm seed development [9,13]. For
example, many self-fertilizing plants have unimodal
seed-weight distributions with little variance around the
mean; in contrast, outcrossing plants have less symmetric
distributions and significantly higher mean and variance
of seed weights. Seed abortion rates also increase as polyandry increases and relatedness of siblings decreases [13].
While empirically unexplored, the parallels between fruits
and pods on the one hand and egg masses and capsules on
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Box 2. Sexual conflict and the evolution of gamete
interactions
For over thirty years, the prevailing explanation for anisogamy
(large eggs and tiny sperm) has been that scramble competition for
fertilizations leads to the evolution of increased sperm numbers at
the expense of sperm size [92]. Theoretical models predict that,
under sperm competition, males should release sperm as quickly as
possible in order to increase their share of the fertilization ‘raffle’
[92]. In contrast, broadcast spawning males in many natural
populations release their gametes slowly, spawning repeatedly
over several days [93].
One explanation for this discrepancy is that fertilization failure can
occur at both high and low sperm concentrations. When there are
few males present at a spawning event, males should release fewer
sperm than is optimal for females because, by doing so, they can
maximize their number of spawning events, as well as minimize
sperm wastage due to polyspermy [42]. Females can respond to this
sperm limitation by adding accessory structures, such as jelly coats,
that increase target size with minimal energetic investment [94].
They can also increase maternal allocation of yolk which may lead to
the spawning of larger, but fewer, eggs than would be the maternal
optimum in the absence of sperm limitation [40].
When many males are present, they will release more sperm than
is optimal for females, since polyspermy will kill some of the
females’ eggs [42]. Females may then respond either by producing
eggs that resist fertilization [95], or by producing smaller eggs than
would be optimal for post-zygotic offspring performance [96]. Thus,
sexual conflict could result in a co-evolutionary chase whereby eggs
are selected to be harder to fertilize and sperm are selected to have
greater fertilizing capacity [95], and might have played a role in the
evolution of anisogamy and sperm–egg recognition proteins.
The strong effects of egg size on fertilization and subsequent
offspring performance have manifold ecological and evolutionary
implications. For example, egg size is often correlated with
planktonic duration, so that species with small eggs and a
planktonic larval stage should disperse considerably farther than
species with large eggs [17]. These differences in dispersal
distances should, in turn, influence the spatial scale and strength
of demographic links between populations, genetic connectivity,
the potential for local adaptation, and rates of speciation and
extinction [97].

the other suggest that there should be comparable links
between mating system and conflict in many marine organisms.
Competition for nutrients
There is tantalizing circumstantial evidence that sibling
conflict over nutrients is rife, and that mating system may
influence its magnitude and outcomes. In the snail Nucella
ostrina, maternal resource allocation and, therefore,
hatchling size vary between populations, habitats, individuals, and broods [58,59]. Mating aggregation densities also
vary (e.g. [58,60]), potentially fueling differences in the
degree of polyandry, and providing a conflict-driven explanation for within-population offspring size variation in this
species.
Conflict may also occur among siblings competing for
extracapsular resources. For example, sacoglossan mollusks deposit a string of eggs that are enclosed in an
individual capsule and provisioned with nutritive albumen. Eggs are then encased within a protective tube and
extracapsular yolk (ECY) is deposited throughout the egg
mass. Veliger larvae consume this ECY until they exit the
tube, and larval size depends more strongly on the amount
of ECY available to and consumed by the embryos, rather
than egg size per se [61].
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Sibling conflict almost certainly occurs in many internally brooding species as well (Figure 2b), like the viviparous sea stars, Parvulastra vivipara and Parvulastra
parvivipara, which incubate asynchronously developing
young in their gonads [62,63]. In these species, juveniles
prey on their siblings to varying degrees, which accounts
for substantial differences in post-metamorphic size and
growth. Interestingly, these species can both self-fertilize
and outcross, but whether variation in rates of cannibalism
correlates with the degree of relatedness among siblings
remains to be examined.
Competition for oxygen
The low solubility and diffusibility of oxygen in water,
combined with water’s viscosity, present major constraints
on the delivery of oxygen to embryos packaged in capsules
or masses, and have undoubtedly influenced the evolution
of numerous features of these nurseries [64,65]. While
family conflict theory has yet to play a significant role in
our understanding of competition for oxygen, the location
of an embryo within an egg mass can be critical for that
embryo’s development and survival, and there is growing
evidence that developing siblings compete for oxygen
[64,65].
Embryos in the center of an aggregation are often
exposed to longer periods of hypoxic conditions and have
slower development times than embryos on the periphery,
a situation that opens the door to sibling conflict over
position within a mass [66]. In several direct-developing
gastropod species, offspring cannibalize their siblings
during development, an adjustment that seems to be
related not only to nutritional needs but also to the regulation of oxygen availability. For example, in the predatory
snail Acanthina monodon, sibling cannibalism increases as
oxygen concentration decreases [67].
Where to from here?
Marine biologists are just beginning to consider the ramifications of family conflict for the evolution of life-history
traits, and there is a vast amount of empirical work waiting
to be done on quantifying these conflicts and their interactions with mating systems. Beyond this, there are several new frontiers, which we highlight below, that emerge
from acknowledging that family conflict may be a pervasive
selective force in the sea. [68]
Kin recognition
As the number of males fathering a brood increases, the
inclusive fitness costs of harming a sibling will decline, and
selfish behavior should increase [4,47,69]. Under these
circumstances, kin selection will generally favor individuals that recognize and avoid harming full-siblings, or that
limit destructive behavior in their presence [70]. For
example, in spadefoot toads, young reared with full-siblings become cannibalistic less often than young reared in
mixed sibships [71]. Several experimental studies on marine bryozoans [72] and ascidians [73] also suggest that
offspring behavior toward siblings varies with relatedness
in the direction predicted by kin selection theory. Further
empirical work is needed to determine how often cannibalistic behaviors are directed away from close kin, and more
445
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Figure 2. Various modes of offspring packaging and opportunities for sibling and parent–offspring conflict in marine organisms: (a) a female channeled whelk (Busycon
canaliculatum) producing a string of egg capsules (Photograph by Eric Heupel); (b) a female sea star (Diplasterias brandti) brooding juveniles (Photograph by Adrian James;
http://invertebrates.si.edu/ANTIZ); (c) external brooding of developing eggs in the planktonic polychaete worm Autolytus sp. (Photograph courtesy of Alexandra Bely,
University of Maryland); (d) dorsal view of a live male pycnogonid (Pycnogonum stearnsi) carrying a large egg cluster (Photograph by P.J. Bryant); (e) egg-carrying in a
female squid (Gonatus onyx), where the egg mass is suspended from hooks on the squid’s arms. The female is using her arms to pump fresh water through the egg mass,
causing it to inflate (Photograph courtesy of the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute); (f) a group of whelks (Nucella lapillus) laying egg capsules on a rocky shore
(Photograph by Judith Oakley; www.oakleynaturalimages.com). Inset: egg capsules in the intertidal predatory whelk, Nucella ostrina (Photograph by Eric Sanford, UC
Davis).

generally whether there are associations between patterns
of relatedness within broods, and overall tendencies to
exhibit harmful behaviors.
Resource control
The outcomes of conflict are sensitive to assumptions
regarding the ability of parents and offspring to develop
counter-responses to novel tactics exhibited by the other
party, both at ontogenetic and evolutionary timescales
[74]. Consequently, empirical studies of proximate mechanisms, such as hormonal pathways, that mediate
resource flow are essential steps toward understanding
how such conflicts co-evolve [74]. For example, in a number
of plant systems, hormones involved in resource uptake are
exclusively synthesized by offspring tissue, whereas hormones involved in restricting transport of nutrients into
the seeds are exclusively produced by maternal structures
[75]. There are many opportunities to conduct analogous
studies in marine organisms, especially among internal
brooders.
Fusion between siblings, often seen in algae and colonial
invertebrates, presents another promising area for future
research. Fusion might allow siblings to regain control over
resource allocation and provide a mechanism for increasing their size. This could be costly for mothers as it concentrates offspring in space and makes them more
vulnerable to local disturbances. It might also result in
offspring larger than the maternal optimum. Alternatively, sibling fusion may benefit the mother by increasing
446

the mean and/or variance of offspring size beyond that
inherent in egg-size variation alone.
Conflict-mediation
How can females gain the direct and indirect genetic
benefits of polyandry while minimizing the resulting
increase in conflict among family members? One potential
mechanism would be through cryptic choice of sperm: a
female could regain control of the conflict by allocating
patrilines to particular broods, ensuring that interacting
offspring will be full- rather than half-siblings [9].
Polyembryony, the splitting of a single sexually produced embryo into many clonal copies, represents another
potential mechanism [76]. Although extremely rare in
mammals, it is widespread in parasitoid Hymenoptera,
internally fertilized cyclostome bryozoans, hydrozoans,
and echinoderms [76]. Most hypotheses predict that polyembryony should evolve when offspring have more information regarding optimal clutch size than the parents
[76]. An intriguing alternative is that it evolved as a means
for mothers to reduce sibling, and consequently parent–
offspring, conflict within a brood [13,77]. The diversity
of marine invertebrates that exhibit polyembryony
represents an entirely unexploited resource for testing
this aspect of conflict theory.
Genomic imprinting
Parent-of-origin silencing of specific genes renders either
the maternally or paternally inherited copy silenced while
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the other copy is active in the embryo. Haig and colleagues
initially proposed that such genomic imprinting could
evolve from sexual conflict over offspring provisioning in
species where offspring are directly nourished from
maternal tissues (e.g. mammals and flowering plants)
[48]. The recent discovery of a functional gene-silencing
system in the social bee Apis mellifera underscores the
potential importance of genomic imprinting in invertebrates [78]. In marine organisms, we might expect to
see sex-specific differences in genes that regulate nutrient
flow, or facilitate kin recognition among potentially cannibalistic offspring: maternal transcripts would block recognition (because all siblings are equally related to their
mother), whereas paternal transcripts would favor consumption of half- vs. full-siblings. Recent genomic (e.g.
high-throughput sequencing) and computational (e.g.
bioinformatics) approaches should facilitate the acquisition and analysis of these types of data [79].
Speciation
Several recent reviews have emphasized how sexual
conflict in marine organisms affects the evolution of
gamete-recognition proteins, reproductive divergence,
and incipient speciation [43]. However, the role of conflict
in promoting population divergence is not limited to interlocus interactions. For example, growing evidence suggests
that divergences in mating system can generate interpopulation differences in both the magnitude of parent–
offspring conflict, as well as the outcomes of selection to
limit conflict, resulting in reproductive isolation [45,80].
These types of mismatches could be widespread, particularly among internally brooding marine organisms. In
addition, comparative analyses across species could clarify
how variation in mating systems influences patterns of
evolutionary diversification.
Why polyandry?
A wealth of recent studies, primarily on insects and birds,
have documented the indirect benefits of polyandry, including enhanced fitness or genetic diversity of offspring
and increased scope for cryptic female choice of genetically
compatible sperm (reviewed in [22]). Several studies have
extended this perspective into the marine realm, and
suggest that polyandry can enhance fertilization success
[81] and influence the expression of offspring traits related
to juvenile performance [81,82]. Few studies, however,
consider the latent indirect costs of polyandry (but see
[83]), but these might play a role in the structuring of
kin dynamics within a family.
Conclusions
Family conflict theory has grown to provide a powerful and
general framework that significantly extends previous
approaches (i.e. pairwise conflicts and maternal effects)
aimed at understanding the causes and consequences of
inter-specific, intra-specific, and intra-individual variation
in a broad array of life history traits, including mating
behaviors, parental care, resource allocation, and dispersal. Such variation may also have profound macro-evolutionary consequences, influencing rates of speciation,
extinction, and range sizes. Thus, across the full spectrum
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of ecological and evolutionary timescales, marine organisms, with their unrivalled diversity of mating systems,
fertilization, reproductive and developmental modes, offer
a novel and compelling arena within which to examine all
of these aspects of family conflict, many of which are just
beginning to be investigated in terrestrial organisms.
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